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ABSTRACT

A study m s  made of the parallel net-work oscillator with 
the view of using quartz crystals in the side channels as the 
frequency determining networks. An oscillator was designed, huilt, 
and tested. A mathematical analysis of the inability of this circuit 
to oscillate properly over the desired tuning range was made and several 
means of correcting'this inability were investigated. .

.Several.suggestions for further research on the topic in 
order to develop a successful oscillator: of this .type are made.
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■ ; dHAPTiB.i \ -
’ ' ; . TEE PARALLEL EBTWOEK OSGILIATOB ;  ̂ ' . ' ' ' ^
':; Many circuit configurations a,re;- ImqW ;to provide oscillation "

, at frequencies "below the microwave region. One of the lesser known ■ 
circuits is the parallel network oscillator. Bie purpose of this 
paper is to discuss this type Of Oscillator azid to study its possible 
' use with quartz crystals in the: side channels,. ■ v - r :: ■ ■
1.1 General ' . ' ' • ■ '"v. ,'y';'v. / V 'v ■ ■ :  Vv :

. The parallel network oscillator, is one which has-two signal
p:'':' ; b :: j/i . r::': 1 " :' b - / r  b:' :' - - M  : > ,■, pathsj , the: outputs, from these' two paths : are added and the-, signal which : ’ ■ ■

results- from this addition is fed. back .to :the two input circuits .... The •;
basic configuration is shown in Fig. 1 . Bath one consists of a system '
which, is a.function of frequency and which-also has variable gain. Path
twô  is. liketd.se a ,function of frequency and it' also, has .variable ’■gain.;
The'outputs from paths one and'tw are fed to the addition or subtraction-
block (block three) and"the .resulting output is returned to the input.
ObvioUs.ly, if the- Open loop" gain of this Cohfiguration fs equal to dr

: greater than Oneand if the open loop. phase change from input, to output.. i
is exactly zero degrees (or some integer multiple of 36O0), oscillation
will result. As can be derived, from Fig..1/ the open loop, transfer .

' - function between: the input of the oscillator and the output of the ■

adder is '.K:';:v^ ’:& ■

W  ’ i:,' - ; ,0 - 0  -
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lout - A

•in which p - j u> is the steady state variable. If the" relative gains 
of the two channels are '-varied symetrihally abdht the. mean gain as

; Ap, A0(i+k) : . -, : /: .: ■ ci-a);.1;.;
where |k|- l . B y  combining Equations 1-1 and 1-2, we obtain ' •

(Fi.(p) + F2(p)).+ k(F1(p) - F2(p))] F3(p>) (l-S). >
This equation demonstrates the dependence of the overall loop

'transfer ..function on the. two functions Fp(p) and Fp(p), as well as on : 
the,variation in'gain k. If Fp(p) and Fg(p) are appropriate functions, . 
they will, in Conjunction with the values of A0 and k, determine the 
oscillation frequency of the overall system. -By careful selection of '
these networks,"the.magnitude of the transfer functions can b#: made to. <
be a fairly linear function of k. Fi(p) and ?2(p) obviously must be 
quite .different functions of frequency if tuning is to be obtained over 
any wide band of .frequencies. The effect of F3(p), or the adder'config- ' 
uration, may often be less than, Fi,(p) or Fg(p), although Fg(p) cannot • . 
be ignored. Generally, the effect of F3(p) xd.ll be to narrow the overall 
bandwidth of the oscillator . However, it. may be used to some advantage:: 
in maintaining the output amplitude of .the .• oscillator fairly constant, - v 

. as will be discussed later.

. 1.2 A Qualitative Analysis . . ' . " ... . ’••
• !The operation of the'oscillator.may be seen qualitatively in
..: Fig. 2.. A voltage Siri.is applied at the. common: input to, the two -cir-p 
cuits. Networks Fi(p) and F2(p) will produce at their outputs new :
voltages Bp and Eg. If Ep is shifted from the input value Epn by :
some angle Qp and .Eg- is shifted .by some value ©g., obviously some gain . . :
function (Ap) times Ep and some gain function (Ag) times Eg wiH
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result In magnitudes .and which, when added together in the 
adder circuit , will provide an output voltage with a zero phase angle 
as compared with Ej_n<, Then, if the overall open loop gain of the system 
is equal to the value one or to a value greater than one, oscillation will 
: take place «v It is to be noted here that, if tie overall gain of. the com-’ 
Pined paths is positive, F^Cp) must provide a lagging phase angle and FgCp) 
•must provide a leading phase angle (of vice versa) in order for oscillation 
to he obtained. Of course, the gain in each of the individual channels 
must he adjusted such that the magnitude of the sum has a phase angle with 
respect to the input of zero, or some multiple of 360°. The-weighted out” 
puts, ApEi and AgEg, one weighted relative to (1 - k) and the other . weigh
ted relative to (l-Ht) will have a phase angle of zero at some unique • 
frequency. By changing the: value of k, the vector addition must have a 
phase angle of zero at some different frequency, and this frequency will 
be such as to cause ©]_ and ©2 t° he in the correct relationship so that 
E3 (the weighted addition of El and Eg) is exactly in phase with the input 
voltage E-in. For proper operation, the values of ©1 and ©g should increase 
in the same■ directions:as k changes -as can he seen from Fig. 3- If ©p . 
becomes more negative as ©g becomes more positive, there may be more than 
one frequency at which the summation of these two vectors has"a zero phase 
angle. However,, if ©p becomes - more, positive as ©2 becomes, positive,: this 
will occur only for specific ratios of these weighted gains, A0(l - -k) and

Other methods of operation are described in Figs. ha apd kb. In 
Fig. ha the gains Ap and Ag are negative. This is equivalent to Aq being• 
negative With factor (l - k) for one channel and (l^k) for the other.
In this type of operation Fp(p) and Fgfp) have angles ©p and ©g
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/ ^ .';/."', ^' /:: ': -; - : 8 
-which vary about. l80°. Wen multiplied'by the negative magnitudes :

. Ap and Ag, this results in the vectors AyEy and AgEg, which add as ,
vector Eg; which has. a- relative phase of zero with the input voltage
Ein" Another case would be; as in Fig, 4b, where Ap is a positive
magnitude but Ag is a negative magnitude. In this case'the vector
addition is as sho^m. In both Figs.- Aa and 4b, note that the functions
Fi(p) and FgCp) may provide leading (or lagging) phase angles in both

.. channels. ' . ■ . , - . .
We generally will be concerned with Fig.. 2 with the gains of 

the two channels - being positive and With . Fp(p ) and Fp(p) varying 
oppositely in phase. In other words> one will be1 a lead network 
.and one will be a lag network. These, oireuits may be provided by the ■ 
use of HO networks or by parallel resonant circuits operating above or 
below their resonant frequencies or by series resonant circuits opera
ting above or below their resonant frequencies.
1:«3' AFype I Circuit ' . . A

The type of circuit shown in Fig. 4a where A]_ cud Ag are both 
negative (and thus A0 is. negative) can be generalized in terms of 
Utilizing some type of delay line or transmission line, - either distri
buted types or those built with, lumped circuit elesaents . To consider 
this ease we may think of an idealized transmission line where, theore- 

- tically-/ the Output has constant amplitude but has a phase' delay pror. ,
■ portional to frequency.: In this ease,:the functions are of tHe- foim •

■ : Fl(p) = Apexp"^ : , F g W ; . A 2e2cp™pa$ . Fg(p) (1-A)

: J. L. Stewart, "Parallel-Hetwork Oscillators",. Proc, IRE> 
vol. 43, p.; 8̂9; May,. 1955- : , . . A/ ; • ■ A A A -



,/wliere Fg(p) has been assumed to constitute a simple, addition in-order 
to make calculations easier. Then Equation 1-3 becomes

. ■ : 'A0 ["(l+k) exp-^l + (i„k) exp~pa'rl :  ̂ : (l-5) :

. . E±ii ■ L: : . •  ̂ . ,
• How utilizing p jW  ,snd ncBhining the real and imaginary parts

= &0 |( l+k) cosmT -t (l-k)' cos a to tJ - j A0 ^(l k) sin wT + ,
(l-k) sin a.wT [ (1-6)

In order for oscillation tcb occur, the imaginary part must disappear - 
so that the. phase angle .will "be zero; this is defined by , ,

(itk) sinwT  +  (l-k) sin & wT =» 0 (l-Sf)
The open loop gain (which is the real.part of this function) must ■
; be equal to or greater than unity.

A0 |(l+k) cos wT ■+• (l-k) cos aw^j — ( ' (i-8)
The limits of bscillation take place at frequencies w-p and Wg when 
k = - 1 and the center frequency 1% is given when k s 0. ' Therefore, .

' Sin WgT = 0 for k = -i- 1 . . ■;
• sin a w>pT. = 0 for k s -1 : (1-9)

■ . . ' sin wJ T +sin a «OfiT s Q for k = 0
If we aSsume that oscillation takes place at . the lowest allowable 

: frequency, then ' , : - '-' 9' : ' 9 . h--.. .1 -; 9 .9 :
■ 9 - ■ 9 : uu1 = ir 9: ,. 9 , . .

aT
- 2 9  j -  9 . 9  : : : U :io ;

9. In this particular casê  the magnitude of this function is of 
importance», At the extreme oscillation frequencies (a)^ and the cosine



function is unity, and the magnitude of the transfer function is 2A0. 
At the center frequency, it is

which, in general, is less than 2A0 except for the trivial case of 
a = 1, in which case the two side channels are identical and the tuning 
range of the oscillator is zero. For a = 2, the gain magnitude at
center frequency is and the tuning ratio is, of course, 2 to 1.
For at- 3, the. gain magnitude falls to zero at the center frequency 
and Oscillation ceases. Thus, the type of parallel network oscillator 
that utilizes delay lines is not suited for tuning ratios larger than 
3 to 1 and, practically, is only valuable for ratios up to about 2 to 1. 
It should be noted that the open loop gain varies only by a factor of 

to 2 over the entire tuning range for a = 2; for a ̂ 2, the variation 
is even less. Thus the amplitude of oscillation is fai&ly constant with
changing frequency for this particular case.

.. ' : 2 . ■ ' ■. ' ■ ■1.4 Type II Circuit .. . .
Another - type; of parallel network oscillator is that shown in . ■

Fig. 5. This parallel network oscillator employs parallel resonant
circuits for Fp(p), F2(p) and Fg^p). It is assumed that all the tubes
are identical and are ideal current generators. The transfer function  ̂

at the first tube of channel one is • ’
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12
where is the transeonductan.ce, is shunt capacity, is the - 
half-power bandwidth and t*>i is the resonant frequency. The expressions 
for Fg(p) and F^(p) are similar. If it is assumed, that

Wg = Wo oCl = Cg = C '
..u' Bp a ; B2 = B

; ; . c3 - 0 ' ■ . .

B3 . B* ^

Then the open loop transfer function is

=m
2
Sm

(1th)

(l-k)
(1-13)

2

®out
Ein

Sm 
2000

(l+k) p (l-k) p
p-4- pB 4-Ŵ

The narrow hand approximation may he employed here in order to keep the 
calculations simple. This has the advantage of simplicity although it • 
may not he sufficiently accurate in every case. Thus,- if we assume that 
W  g - ® and B*: are small compared to tv Q, upon translating the system
centered around to) Q to a center frequency of zero (hand pass to low pass

p2-4-pB4-w>!
P (l-lB)

transformation), Equation 1-14 becomes

Sput
Bin kCC ‘

p-t-B/2 - jk uJ.x
(p + B/2 + j W ) (p4-B/2> j to)x) (p + B72)

(I-I5)
'x/ v.y . :

where wy j= Wg - 6U0 - u)̂  - Wp. This function has poles as indicated 
in Fig. 6 and a zero which moves along.a vertical line a distance 
proportional to k. At the extremes of the tuning range, k = - 1, in 
which case the zero cancels a pole and the oscillator is a simple two 
stage, single channel, resonant device, one of the two parallel channels 
being-cuttoff and the other parallel channel being at full.gain. The 
extreme frequencies are found.from the.requirement that the two re-
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mining poles must furnish a phase shift of zero, giving the; tuning 
range - : . ' ' - ■ . .

AB =' Jlfk. n - p / c (1-16)

which approaches a maximum for B? much greater than B and Is' one-half 
.of the maximum possible value for B* ~ B. The open loop gain at the ; 
extreme frequendies is - ; ' v

tCC' ' k (B-FB,)g ’ ■
ITb 7̂  4 +  (bT b O ^ J . (1-17)

and the gain at center frequency is

V- ■ ; / -

The ratio of these two equations is:

(1-18)

'14- .2: co.X
T

' (1-19)

.which gives a characteristic dip to the oscillation ;ampliitMe-;as: aafunc
tion of frequency at the"center frequency. This variation can be made 
as small as: desired by making the bandwidths B and- B' very large .. 
compared to However, is primarily deteipined by the desired
tuning range wanted.In the oscillator.
1.5 - General Pole-Zero Diagram .

The pole" zero plot of;51g, 6 is typical of parallel nett-zork ; 
oscillators,. The poles are those of both of the two channels plus , 
those common to the two channels. In addition to the fixed poles.



zeroes are introduced by the paralleling proeess and these zeroes move 
in position as k is varied. . It is their motion that causes the changes , 
in the frequency of oscillation since the overall phase contributed by '. . 
vectors from each of these poles and zeroes must be ■ zero:: at the resonant ; 
frequency of the oscillator. - ; ' ; ■ - / ■ .;;;!
1.6 Comparison -with Other Types of Oscillators ' ; -■ ■ -

As can be seen from the above discussion, the mde tuning range 
of the parallel network oscillator is limited in the final' analysis by 
the gain - bandwidth product of the tubes employed. Due to the fact that 
the gain,in both channels is generally voltage controlled, there are no 
moving parts with their associated problems. Also, the discussion applies 
to frequencies' in';auj,-range, and. theoretically,, oscillator's. of this; .type: •
in the microwave frequencies are entirely feasible. .Thus, this type of ■ ' 
oscillator has certain advantages over each of t W  following types: . • •:

a) Reactance tube- is limited,in tuning range.
b) ' RC - is limited to low frequencies, may use mechanical. ;;

tuning, generally has. varying output amplitude.
c) 15 - generally uses mechanical tuning.
d) Ferrite - has hysteresis and temperature problems,
e), Multivibrator - is limited in frequency range, doesn’t v 
r, produce sinusoidal signal (without filtering). ;  ̂ \ .

One.disadvantage of this type oscillator is that it may require 
more components than some of the other types.. Also the frequency stability 
is' quite dependent on the stability of, the screen/.voltage power supply. 
Unless crystals can be used, the band edges are not, sharply defined; 
but this is a defect from which several of the other types also suffer.



CHAPTER 2
• THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL. - .. ■ .

: - After the disooYery of the piezoelectric, effect in the quartz
crystal, it "became' the general frequency, stabilizing device in preci
sion oscillators due to the extremely high Q inherent in this particu
lar device. In recent years the stability of the mechanical mode of 
vibration has been improved even more and zero temperature coefficient 
crystals are now.available. Many circuits have been developed to 
utilize the characteristics of the crystal. • Some of the more familiar . 
are.the Pierce Oscillator, the Miller Oscillator, and types of Trans
former Coupled Oscillators, not to mention their use in passive fil
ters . < -
2.1 Equivalent Circuit

The equivalent circuit for a crystal is shown in Fig. 7a.; The 
series arm branch,.(Rp, Cp, Lp), resonates at the series mode frequency, 
fr, and has a very low impedance at resonance (essentially Rp). As 
the driving frequency increases above fr, the. series arm appears induc
tive and it will resonate with the parallel shunt capacity CQ (from the 
holder, plating, etc.). This frequency is known 'as the anti-resonant 
frequency, fa . It is always higher in frequency than fr as will be 
shown later. By adding capacity in parallel with CL, the crystal may

"S']". R. McSpadden, "A. Design Procedure for Transistor Crystal 
Oscillators", thesis for, M.S..Degree, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
Arizona; May, 1959 • ■ ' ' - ' .. ■ . .,
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: ■■■■ ■ 18
"be anti-resonant anywhere "between f 1 and f . Fig. " 7b.. shows ; the equiva- 
,lent circuit of a crystal with an air" gap type of mounting . This 
circuit can he reduced.to that of Fig. 7a.hy' the use of the following

, P■expressions: ̂
2d : - Ca. ;
G& %"+" C& '. "
C1 . " ca2

; ■ Ci (Ca-bC^) (Ca +  C' -hC{)
. \ ^  _ %  '' / v « +  ca>2 " :

: q  sr;- _ —

where is the : shunt, capacity of the.crystal and Ga is the capacity 
due to the separation- of the .quartz; : from the electrodes. / ;
2.2 Typical Parameter Values

Typical values of the parameters for'a one; megacycle crystal are 
Ei e; . 150 ̂ - Ci = .0:.015 pfV : , fr =  1,000,000 cps.
Lp % 2 h. ■ . . 0o .. = 5:pf, '■ . ; fa 1,000,500 cps.

■ . ....; "' /'v'V.' ■ .;;;ac = ; 5o x 103 .

2.3 Placement in Circuits . - - ,
If a crystal is intended, to operate at f̂, . it is called a series 

mode crystal and its series resonant'frequency is generally stamped on 
the case of the crystal. . If the crystal is intended to appear as an 
inductance and resonate with external capacitance added to it in the 
circuit, then it is called. a parallel mode .crystal and operates at 
its. anti*.resonant frequency. : In' order to standardize the industry, it

: %;.• G. Cady, '’Piezoelectricity", McGraw Hill Book Co., Inc. 
New York," 1946. , : \ . , .



has been agreed In specifying the:parallel mode resonant frequency that '
the" external capacity, including wire and stray capacity, shall be 32 pf
(20 pf for some low frequency crystals)

Any crystal may operate in either its parallel or its series 
mode., Ih.any given circuit,. its operating mode is determined by the 
manner by which the crystal is used intthe circuit. If it is■intended 
to appear as a minimum impedance (maximum admittance), then it will 
operate in its series modej if it is to appear as a'maximum impedance 
(minimum admittance), it will be. utilized in its parallel mode. One ■ 
example of the use of a crystal in its antiresonant mode is in the Pierce 
Oscillator. ’

 ̂ '

2.4 Series Resonance -.v /' ' -
■ The highest possible Q that a crystal can have is the Q of its

series arm defined here as Qc. ■ This is often specified by the manu
facturer oh the. crystal, and is always much higher than that of simple 
•L-0 networks. The circuit :,Q (the Q of the circuit including the cry
stal) is always less than the crystal Q, Qc, and >jill be denoted here 
by a Q with no subscript . For the best, frequency stability, the cir
cuit Q must be as high as possible., realizing, of course, that it may .
never have a Q higher than Qe. A simple RK) circuit approximates a 
series mode crystal in the frequency-range near the resonant frequency 
of the crystal.' The .response, of a series RLC circuit, shown in Fig. 8,

%IL - C - 3098 B, "Crystal 0nits, ' Quartz1', December 1955:

' ^McSpadden, op. cit. , ■ : .
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• ' ; " " ■ '■ ; ' . 21 
is called the normalized miversal'resonance eurye. This curve is ' . / 
quite useful for determining the operating frequency of an oscillator. 
From Fig. 8, define'the following:. 1- .

•Af ? ...the'change , in operating frequency from fr
a = the normalizedaf = Q A'f/f

■■ ■■ . ' . , ■ ■ ■ ; ' ' . . r ; . ' ' . ■■
Q = circuit Q, (not the unloaded crystal Qc) (2-3)

■ ■■ ' A f  \  ■ .. •• ;
' ■ ' ; * V . ; ;■ ■■ ■ . . . ■ ,

As an example of finding the operating frequency assume that fr is one 
'megacycle and Q.is 35)000. When the phase shift through the. circuit is 
equal to+20 degrees, a e,4- 0.02 from Fig. 8. Upon substituting these 
values into Equation 2-3 ' .

■ -  ; . 4 f  = •=' .,o,oaiifi£. ,,-5.7 c .p.s. . (2-U)
. Q , 35-103

•Thus, the operating frequency will be 5•? Cycles above the resonant . 
frequency of the crystal. ' .

As. seen from Fig. o, if frequency stability is defined as the 
rate.of change of frequency.with respect:to a given variable (supply 
voltage, load, temperature, time, phase angle, etc.), and if the 
fafe of change of frequency with respect to phase angle is to,he a 
minimum, the rate of change of phase angle with respect to frequency 
must be a maximum. This. occurs where the slope of the curve of phase 
angle versus frequency is the greatest which is at exactly its reso
nance frequency. In fact, a relative measure of frequency stability 
can be obtained from thd,ratio of Qq :to Q. This factor is called

%, R. Le Page and S.. Seely, "General Network Analysis," 
MeGraw Hill Book Company, inc ., New York, 19^2,



•the degradation factor since it shows how much the circuit has
degraded the natural crystal stability.

In order to have as near unity as possible, Q should be
as ,large as possible, . With the series mode crystal, th&s means keeping 
the resistance in series with the crystal as small as possible. For • 
example, if a series mode crystal is to be utilized in conjunction 
with a transformer, it is obviously better to put the crystal in series 
with the low impedance winding rather than in series with high impedance 
winding.
2.5 Parallel Resonance , '

Wien the/crystal is used in its anti-resonant or parallel 
mode, the shunt resistance should be as large as possible in order . 
to hold circuit Q high and increase or maintain frequency stability.
When the parallel mode crystal resonates with a 32 picofarad capacitance 
(added shunt capacitance Cp), the combination appears as, a parallel reso
nant circuit.' The effective resistance of this circuit at' resonance is 
known as the Performance Index (pi) of the crystal. The performance 
index may be, calculated from the•equation for a parallel, resonant circuit

PI - Z - ElQ2 [l - ̂  , (2-5)
Crystals with a high performance index are desirable since they indi
cate a high Q ■ and hence provide better frequency stability. Note,that 
the same factors that produce a good series mode crystal also produce a 
good parallel mode crystal. In both cases, small values of Rp, Op, and 
Co, and large values of Lp are desirable.. . Note that. PI is not the 
resistance of the crystal at parallel resonance, but rather is the

"he Page and Seely, op. cit. . V '
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resistance of the. resonant circuit, including^the external capacitance 
C-p;which has heen added across. C0- This resistance is very high, gen
erally in the.order of megohms.
2.6 Choice of crystals V '

•A quartz crystal may he operated at its fundamental,frequency 
up to about 30 megacycles. Because the crystal slab becomes extremely 
thin and fragile, • use of fundamental mode crystals above this frequency 
is difficult. Quartz crystals, however, may operate on mechanical over
tones of the fundamental, and these crystals may operate up to frequen
cies in the vicinity of 200 Mcs. Overtone crystals are generally not 
operated beyond the 7th to gth overtones because of.mechanical problems 
in the crystal plates themselves. Also, the crystal Q drops off as the 
number of the overtone increases.

The crystals chosen for this investigation of the use of 
quartz crystals.in, a parallel network oscillator were selected in the 
vicinity of one megacycle and four crystals were.obtained as follows: 

v.l . fp _ 1000 Ec. f3 = 1010 Kc. - ..
f2 = 1005 Kc. . fij. = 1020 Kc.

These crystals were :chosen because, ,with a few multiplier stages, a 
frequency variation or shift of 200 kilocycles (which provides good 
signal to noise ratio in typical EM systems) could be easily obtained. 
Also one megacycle is- a reasonable frequency at which to operate since , 
problems due to exceptionally high frequency are not encountered and 
crystals may be ordered in the fundamental series mode without worrying 
about operating on overtones. ■



2-7 Measurement of■Parameters
■ The test arrangement, shown in Fig. 9 was used in an attempt to. 

measure the parameters of the crystals. The EF bridge utilized a series . 
substitution.method of measurement so that inductance or capacitance of 
the leads to the crystal played little or no part in;the measurements.
The radio receiver with AVG turned off and the oscilloscope were utilized 
as null detecting.instruments. Unfortunately,this method did not operate 
well since the oscillator was unstable and could not be held on the 
resonant frequency of the crystal for any length of time. In addition, 
after difficulty was encountered in maintaining balance with the RF 
bridge, it was disassembled and a discovery was made that a precision 
resistor in’ one of the bridge arms had been replaced by a 10$ carbon 
composition resistor. No other BF bridge or oscillator in this frequency 
range was available. ’ . ' ■ ‘ , " " ' ' ■; J

Therefore, since exact measurement, of Li, Eq, Cq, BndvOguwas'v 
impossible, an attempt was made with the test arrangement of Fig. 10 
to at least measure Rq accurately and to determine the resonant 
frequency of the crystals accurately. At resonance the crystal impe
dance becomes a minimum and thus, the voltage across resistance R is 
a maximum. By varying the oscillator through resonance and finding 
the- frequency at which maximum voltage is developed across R and by 
comparing the magnitude of this voltage with' the voltage across the 
crystal and R in series, it was possible to measure Ri and also the 
resonant frequency fairly accurately . Also,, an estimate of the band
width of the crystal could be obtained,- and this, in conjunction with 
the resonant frequency, provided the Q of the crystal. Then, knowing
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OscilloscopeCounter

Variable

OSCILLATOR - HEWLETT PACKARD 65OA
COUNTER - HEWLETT PACKARD 52bD
R.F. BRIDGE - GENERAL RADIO 91^A
OSCITJOGCOPE - TEKTRONIX 512 (or 511+) '
RADIO RECEIVER - NATIONAL NC - 127

Fig . 9 TEST ARRANGEIAENT FOR MEASURING CRYSTAL PARAMETERS
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Fig . 10 SECO.TOABY TEST ARRANGEMENT



E]_, estimates could be made of the magnitude of damping resistor's 
required fop desired bandwidths when utilizing these crystals in the , 
parallel network oscillator. Unfortunately, due to the instability 
of ;the only, available oscillator,; these measurements were only partially 
successful. However, in conjunction with another;method -whereby the 
voltage across R was used to drive the•horizontal sweep of the oscillo
scope and the voltage across the crystal was utilized to drive the verti
cal sweep of the oscilloscope, Lissajou figures were obtained for various 
:values of E 'which also tended to determine -more accurately the resonant 
frequency of the crystal and the value of Ri, By the same general method : 
shown in Tig'. 10, the antiresonant frequency of the crystal was obtained 
by finding the frequency at which the minimum voltage across R occurred. ,

. . In operational notation, the impedance' of the equivalent cir-. 1
cult shown in Fig. 7a is 1;: , . p ; :

. Z
■■ pc0+__

' (2-6)

pc1:

L1 - LpGi
: , 2 , ' RiP' (p 4-p —

L-.
I

^ 2  "I
I ' , %  : M  ,

' • ihese polynominals are of the form (pt ec)̂ + ̂ 3̂ , which in the nar-
i"ow band (high Q), approximation is. p2-t-- pB+- oF. If we empipy values deter 
mined (approximately), by use of the circuits in Figs. 9 and 10 as



R-L = 200 ohms
. B = 100:eps, .

(2-7)
fr‘ = 999,793 cps.

: fa = 1,000,667 eps. ' : .
the follomng may be calculated from Equation 2-6 for the parameters of 
the one megacycle crystals

Rq « 200 ohms

L1 . 2h. (2-8)
, : , Cq e. 0.0127 pf.

c2 0 6.35 pf.
The values of bandwidth and Q for the other three crystals were 
generally of the same magnitudes.



' . , ; : . ■ CHAPTER 3 ''
\ A POSSIBIE CONFIGURATION M D  PROBLEijS EHCOUEPEEED '

3,1 Development of the Circuit and MathematicaT Analysis
It was decided to utilize the crystals In their series resonant, 

mode of operation, damping them.with appropriate series resistance so 
that the 3- dh points would, be at. approximately the midpoint of the de
sired tuning range. The extreme frequencies, of this tuning range are, 
obviously, the resonant frequencies of the crystals in each of the two 
side■ channels«• It was also decided to utilize two stages of amplifi
cation in order that the gain would be positive, . The second stage 
of the amplification would be utilized as an adder circuit (by using a 
common load for both paths). The gain in the two paths can be con
trolled by varying about some average voltage E0 the screen voltages : 
applied to the two pentodes used in each path* The circuit in Fig. 11 
was developed appropriately, - ; \ . ';■ ' ;■ ■

. Resistor R3 at the Input of each path is the damping resistor 
for the two crystals and is also utilized as the resistor across which 
voltage is developed to apply to the grids of the first tubes in each 
path. In the following derivation of the open loop transfer function, 
it is assumed that r v..t '■ : .

■ a) the pentodes are ideal current sources,
b) . Rq. and the crystals in parallel do not affect the load-

• ■ i ing of the pentodes appreciably, and
c) Rq of both crystals is negligible as compared with damping

resistors Rq.
; : ■ : : ; .V; 29 ft;:' ' : .. . > ; ;



+  I25v.All Resistors in Ohms
All Capacitors in 500 500

CRYSTAL I 6AK5 6AK5

0.01
1000 Kc.

0.1ISO ATM ISO

0.1ISO47MISO
0.1 0.1

CRYSTAL 2
0.01

SAKSSAKS
1005 Kc.

500

Fig. II INITIAL CIRCUIT COo
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With these assumptions,, the' open loop transfer function is of the form 

' 'V.- 1̂,: , ■ .:nr vetog ■ ; ,
^151%

n12 El2 B3 ' v. ̂  ■ Siir.g2 BL2 Rg' 
2ip(p)

■ where p B and. Z « impedance of the ddmped crystal. - Transconducatance
6m. is riot exactly a linear function of the applied screen 'voltage. If we

, assume

gmi2 ='
s L

Sm, 2̂ (l-k) -

. then theiequation for the loop gain "becomes

Jout
®in

. . .  2 2=mr rL r3
L

(1+k) p
.2 R, 4-

i' -pV . “3 P -{- 
. Ll %

______  B ;

L2

1
1

... :l2C2; j; :
This approxima.tion provides a fair idea of the expected response. This'

:: equation is similar to the form of Equation l-l# for the type II oscilla
tor. : Its pole-zero diagram for positive frequency is- shown in Fig. 12.
As may he seen, the zero is at the. same d.istance from the j aj. axis ■ as the 

... t w  poles and moves a distance proportional, to the value k. Specific val™
. ues are - v'.. ' - ;

. 1. ;;;, .k.';. = ,+.i g i v e s ■ . . y . ;; .
' : - k s —1 gives W  g. :

k 0 gives U> 2 ^ t" W
2 ; -tv-'

, This, circuit was ohseryed to oscillate very well when the gain, :: 
of one chanriel tras turned .up" with the other bhannel gain turned completely
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Fig. 12 POLE-ZERO PLOT (FOR POSITIVE FREQUENCY)



dom (and vice versa), but it refused to oscillate properly at frequencies 
"between these two extremes.
3.2 Analysis of Difficulty '

The reason for this difficulty may he seen in Fig. 13• In 
Fig. 13a, the reactive component of the impedance of a series RLC 
resonant circuit is shown as a function of frequency (with the poles 
and zeroes of the function also plotted on the same scale). . Note that 
one circuit provides inductive or lagging phase and the other circuit 
provides capacitive or leading phase in the region of interest between 
the two resonant frequencies. This is one of the requirements for os
cillation as shown in Fig. 2a;. In Fig. 13b the reactive component of 
the impedance of the crystal is shown as a function of frequency. Note 
that the anti-resonant frequency of the crystal, introduces a pole very 
near the resonant frequency of the crystal. ..."

This pole causes the phase angle of the crystal in the first 
channel to go from a leading phase angle below the resonant frequency 
to ai Tagging angle above the resonant frequency5 but immediately there
after (above ■ the frequency of anti-resqnance), the pha.se angle becomes . 
leading again. Successful operation of the oscillator requires that 
this pole at the anti-resonant frequency of the first crystal either be 
•eliminated or moved up the jw axis well beyond the resonant frequency 
of the second crystal. •

Since this anti-re sonant pole is caused by the shunt capacitance 
C0 of the crystal, it was first attempted to eliminate this pole by 
placing inductance across the crystal. This inductance was chosen so 
as to anti-resonate teth.Co at the series resonant frequency of the
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Fig . 13 REACTANCE AND PHASE PLOTS



crystal. This maneuver did not succeed. ' Various values of inductance 
and damping resistance were attempted, none of which succeeded in causing 
the oscillator to operate properly. A mathematical treatment is provided 
next which explains this failure.
3.3 Mathematical Analysis'

Consider the equivalent circuit for the crystal in Fig. lla.
The input impedance of this circuit is

Z =
plq-t- Ri+ —  :+- pc2

P2i- Ri P r t 1 (3-5)
LlCq

P2 4- P 4-
1 ■ L1 ZC1C2 \ ,

A W c 2 ) J
The pole-zero plot of this impedance, is shown in Pig. l4h. The zero
and the pole along the j tv  axis are the same distance from the j w  axisj
hut the zero is at the frequency where is series resonant with Cq
and the pole is at the frequency where the same inductor Lq anti-•
resonates with the series combination of Cg and Ĉ . If additional 
capacitance is added across this circuit, Cg is effectively increased 
and the pole moves closer to the zero. This, obviously, does not provide, 
a solution. •

An heuristic solution is to damp out the parallel capacitance 
with an inductor as shown in Fig. 15a. However, while this, does result 
in providing exactly a pure•resistance Bq, at the resonant frequency
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Fig . 14 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND POLE-ZERO PLOT FOR CRYSTAL
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Fig. 15 EQUIVAIENT CIRCUIT AND POLE-ZERO PLOT FOR CRYSTAL 
WITH SHUNT INDUCTANCE



(if L2 is chosen properlyjj it:does, not effect the.phase angle of the 
impedance in the desired manner^ as will "be, shown. . Tiie input impedance- 
of this ■ circuit is '• : ‘ ' :: ’ ' ' - v .

ih 1 - , -f- 1

Co

(3-6)
1 p 1 p2 4- Ri . p 4-

1;p4 , Ri- p3 ; ( p2 , : : v;-:, x ■
'■ ' %  " -  ̂ ' r '' EiTLgflp , I{L:t20lC2_

How, for the crystals under, consideration Lp is fairly large. Op is- .'
relatively small (especially as compared with Og which is approximately 
500 or more times greater) and Bp has a nominal value of about•200 ohms. 
Then the term (LgCpp^) in- the. denominator polynomial may be neglected,.:.. . 
since it is, extremely small as compared with the other two terms in ; 
the expressionV lg is generally smaller than Lp, and Cg is much greater ■,
than Cp. Due to this approximation,, the polynomial may be factored as •

Ti- 1 v I
t.tOi r ■. ■ -('3-7)

P + .

and hence, a pole and a zero are so close together that they effect
ively cancel one another. All that is left is-'a. zero at the origin and 
a pole on the jto axis,-which travels'along the axis as is varied. 
This is shown in' the pole - zero diagram of Fig. l̂ b, where the pole , 
and zero which are representedv by the cancelled pol̂ naomials are shown • 
in the circle. "'1 V:: /ib' p.-V ■ 1 ' f : „ , 1 ' ' ". ' '



Adding shunt conductance does' hot help as may "be seen from Fig. 
l6a. The admittance of this circuit, which neglects the effect of 
(the idealized case), is

Y = ;,G0+ pCo -J- 1 4- - ' 1 =
■ '/ '  ̂ pl2 - i -

P c.

C2
(3-9)

p (p2+
%

Again neglecting the term L2Cp, which is extremely small when compared 
with the other coefficients of p^,: the normalized admittance is,apprpxi-
-mately

;v - K ( p g + p i W )  (3-9)
p(̂ S=Hr)" ' -

■which has the inverse

■ K- . p^4* pB 4-

The pole-zero plot for. this impedance is show' in Fig, l6b, As - 
compared with Fig, 15"b, the only difference to' he noted is that the 
pole' has, shifted off. the jW axis. Mathematical analyses pertaining 
to addition of. series capacitance, series resistance,'or series induct
ance have similar resultsj the phase angle of the impedance is not 
affected in the desired manner (that is, to eliminate the pole at the 
anti-resonant frequency or to shift.it well away from the zero). . The 
next seemingly logical step is to eliminate the shunt capacitance which, 
is causing this trouble by adding negative capacitance (-C) in parallel.
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CHAPTER 4
OMCELMTIOH BY MSATIVE CAPACITMCB AJTO PROBmiS

4.1 A Method for Obtaining Negative Capacitan.ce ,
A method for obtaining negative capacitance is through use. 

of "Miller effect" Qualitatively, Miller effect can be under-
stood easily from Fig. 17a, where A-i is gain. If a voltage E'is 
applied to this system, Cp will charge to Ej but Cg will have a voltage 
impressed across it of E - ApE ® E (l-Ag). Thus, the effective charging 
at the input is as if due to a capacitor of value Cg(l-Ai). in parallel 
with Cl. Overall input capacitance is then

Ctot,al' = Gp "h Gq (l-Ap) (̂ “l)
If a grounded cathode amplifier stage is used, Ap is negative 

and Ctotal is therefore positive. A positive gain can be obtained 
from a cathode follower but then Ap 1 and C^tal ;is .still positive.

Addition of a second stage of gain as shown in Fig. 17b will 
permit negative;"capacitance to be obtained. How,

' Ctotal = Cp-hCg (l-Ai)-hC3 (l-ApAg) . (4-2)
and if Ap and Ag are both negative' (grounded.cathode amplifier stages), 
the third term can be made negative. By appropriate choice of magnitudes 
for Ap,: Ag, and Cp, Cp.0pap can be made negative.

C-H. J.: Zimmerman and S. J. Mason, "Electronic Circuit Theory", 
John’Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hew York, 1959•

%. L. Stewart, "Circuit Theory and Design", John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., Hew York,. 1956.:
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4.2 A Circuit .•■i',: . f ' ' ’ " \-v : -r " .. . ; , ';
! ; Fig. 17b 'can b© concerted, to an actual circuit by letting :

Oy, =:'Ggk4- C-̂ iring> Cg = Cgp; aaad some pbysical capacitor. Zhe - :
circuit in Fig. 18.was develbped for this purpose. Several points are 
worthy-of. noije. Aj. should be- kept smll in order to minimize the posi-. 
tive term CgCl-A^) but should hot be too small since ApAg must be-, great- - :: 
er than, 1 for overall negative capacitance. - Pentodes were used to .fur
ther. minimize this term (Cg = Ogp). Ag should be variable . since Op and 

:• Aj_ may: vary',1 - Ag can be adjusted then to allow for these variations in ■ '
, order to exactly cancel the shunt capacitance of the crystal. The time , 
constant of the interstage coupling network should be long so as to intro- 

: duce little phase shift; but th# time; constant of the C3 charging circuit ' 
should be short compared with X/f so, that 03.can charge and discharge 
during a cycle of applied signal. This, criterion is difficult,to meet. . 
For - a crystal shunt GfQf 10 pf y C ^ r j,ng : =■■ 4; pf, .|Aj_ j > 1, jAg j « 2i-

^total " ■̂vjiring’̂’ G'gk tCgp , (l 4" )Al|) "bOg (l- |Ai| )A2 j) .;
■ -10_=- 4 + 4 + 0;02(2)-tĜ jC-l) . y"' :

I ; ' ; / '  y  •> ^ y ' -  ' : y v ; y < ;: .i :

A capacitor of 25pf was used with Ag reduced from its nominal
value of 2. This‘reduction of Ap reduces, the load resistor of the.
second tube which is also one- of the- resistors in the Qg charging y : y .
circuit. The, other impeda,nce in the EC-circuit is the input B, which
is. shunted by. the crystal. ■ The input R must be much greater than Bp in '
order to prevent swamping out the effect of the crystal by shunt cur-
through R. Af. crystal resonance/ .R . is shunted by Rn so the time constant
is short; but off resonance/ the crystal impedance increases .and hence
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Fig. 18 NEGATIVE CAPACITANCE CIRCUIT



the time constant increases.• For the optimium' case, the time constant - ' 
is approximately ■ '' ' '

, (Ki+Rioadg) C3 5?;(200-Hf.00) (25 x 10™12). = 0.OI5 jxsec (k-k) 

which is only a factor of 67 different.from T = l/f = Ijnsec at 1 Me. 1 
If a lower value of is used, Ag must "be increased in order for Ctotal 
to he negative. This increase in Ag requires a larger load resistor 
which increases the time constant whereas we took Og smaller in order to 
shorten the time constant.

It should he noted that the criterion for negative input C is 
also the same as for positive feedback if the time constants of both . 
"interstages" arê  long compared to l/Tj, this circuit, in fact, 
oscillated occasionally at approximately 10 Me (apparently when the 
crystal was off resonance or not vibrating at all).

Another problem' involved here is that this circuit must be placed 
across the crystal and therefore the circuit ground must "float" with 
reference to the chassis ground of the parallel network oscillator. This 
requires separate power supplies, filament transformers and so forth.

This system has not provided the solution desired to date; 
further development efforts are needed.



.. CHAPTER 5
BECOMMEEnDATlOErS FOR FURTHER STUDY AHD EXPERB(iEHTATI01

.: Several recoinmendatiions for further study and experimentation can 
he made. :■ • ,

■ Continuation .of ;i;;p@.search to develop negative capacitance should 
succeed after problems of isolating the chassis and positive feedback 
are solved.. This mil probably not be ah economically satisfactory 
solution, however, since- a two tube circuit has to be added to the 
basic oscillator. ,It is doubtful that the two tubes in path one (or 
path two) could be used for this purpose as well as, for, amplification.
In fact, only one tube in each path is really essential for positive, 
gain since another l80° phase shift can be provided by a transformer.

Further research on the structure and operation of crystals 
and methods of their use may provide a solution. Damping a crystal 
by running it under gaseous pressure; or in a liquid should increase Rj_ 
since the resistance in the equivalent, series arm is partially due to 

: the Crystal:slab striking air molecules inside the ‘crystal holder.
An increase in Rq should increase bandwidth and may (in conjunction 
with unknown changes in L^.and Cq) provide the desired shifting apart 
of the pole and zero-. A new type of crystal, in which Cg or Iq is 

. smaller (and thus,. Cq larger for the same', frequency) would not permit 
the term,- LgOqj^ -to ’ be neglected in Equation 3-6-. Cg would be. more ' 
difficult to' reduce than Lq since it is due to the holder, plating, 
leads, etc. and has obvious limitations on its reduction.



" ' ' #  
The oscillator circuit descrihed in this paper was originally 

"based on the criterion in Fig. 2#: but, since "both channels provide 
leading phase shift as shown in Pig. Igb over most of the range of 
frequencies under consideration, perhaps use of Fig. 4b for the 
design criterion would be more appropriate. This would require, in 
general, quite different magnitudessof gain in each channel and also 
negative gain in.one of the channels.,

Another possibility is to provide a constant 90° phase shift 
network in order to shift:the leading phase of one side channel, into 
the fourth quadpant (-90°^ © 4- 0°) and thus make it effectively 
lagging. ' .

. Attempting cm. entirely new configuration in which one crystal 
is utilized in its anti-resonant inode and the other channel has its 
crystal utilized in a series mode appears also to be a likely field of 
endeavor. One could operate above the anti-resohant frequency of 
channel 1 (a pole) and below the resonant frequency of channel 2 (a zero 
and in.this way use the pole, which causes so much trouble in the 
configuration chosen by the author.

Last of all, of course, would be methods of transistorising 
and miniaturizing a successful circuit. The transistor is a current 
device and the pentode is often represented as a current source, so 
there are strong similarities. A wide range, voltage-tunable, crystal 
. controlled,. transistorized oscillator surely has a place in todayjs' 
world of electronic devices.



Although.this particular, parallel network oscillator mth 
crystals in the side channels did not actually operate as desired, 
it is■felt that the reasons for this are now known and that an opera
ting circuit can he designed and built after further research.
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